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Variety · Flexibility · Multi-session · Adaptability

Distribution 
of third-party 
content under 
the R. Franco 
brand

Whole 
catalogue is 
available in 
HTML5

Easy and simple 
integration with 
the platform 
supplier

32

The games designed, developed and distributed for more 
than five decades by the R. Franco Group are an international 
reference.

R. Franco Digital designs, develops and distributes online 
games which are optimised to offer great performance and 
which stand out for their rich content, proven maths and 
gaming experience. The range of iconic and award-wining 
games of chance, as well as the new creations by the R. 
Franco Digital team, are available online in a comprehensive 
and varied catalogue of reel games, AWP, video poker, video 
bingo, roulette, casino and mini games.

All the game content and RNG is licensed by the Spanish, 
Portuguese, Colombian and Maltese regulators and certified 
by independent test labs.
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Machu Picchu, llamas, panpipes and totems will make you 
travel to Perú on the 13th century where the Inca civilisation 
arose. The Chaman is inviting you to participate to an old ritual 
where mystery and fortune are awaiting.

Don't forget to pay a little tribute to Pachamama for good luck 
before you start spinning!  

Venture deep into the Peruvian Andes
SECRET OF INCAS

Fancy a trip to Sin City where all your dreams can become 
true? With its neon colours and fruity symbols, Book of Fruits 
is waiting for you!

Puts your glad rags on, grab your lucky charms and come win 
fantastic prizes with us in this incredible game!

WELCOME TO VEGAS!
book of fruits            

Secret of Incas is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 20 fixed 
paylines. The game features a scatter symbol, a  wild symbol 
which generate a special 8-spins rotation and a bonus game 
with 3 levels and a 5.000 multiplier. 

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
Book of Fruit is a 5-reel, 3-row lines slot with 10 fixed paylines. 
The game features a substitute Wild symbol and a free games 
bonus including a special expanding symbol to multiply the 
winnings. 

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94.04%
Hit Frequency: 51.31%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
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Dr. Random is about to make a major scientific breakthrough 
from the middle of his garage! After years of calculations, 
dozens of failed attempts and tons of sandwiches, he finally 
find the formula to travel time! His friend Franky is here to 
help him build the machine.

Grab your tools, tie your lab coat and let’s assemble all the 
pieces together. The more you get, the more you win!

“Time travel ... will never be impossible forever.”
time lab

Insects are not the most charming animals on this planet but 
we guarantee you will love them after you see what they hide! 
One advice: Look for the golden ones! They will bring you the 
biggest prizes.  

Located in the backyard of a house, Koleos Garden transports 
you to the tiny world of beetles, how many kind can you find? 

Worm your way into richness
koleos garden

TimeLab is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 30 fixed paylines. 
The game features a wild symbol, an expanding re-spin 
symbol and 2 extra bonus games. During the game, you can 
accumulate tools and pieces of the time machine to multiply 
your gains on Dr. Random bonus game.

Game Type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94%
Hit Frequency: 26.10%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
Koleos garden is an appealing 4-reel, 3-row slot game with 81 
fixed paylines. The game features a wild symbol that can 
replace any other symbol, a wild multiplier (up to 8 times!) and 
a special flower feature, which randomly will open to multiply 
the total prize by two.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94%
Hit Frequency: 40.07%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
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Travel to the Ancient Egypt with Key of Ra. The adventure will 
take you in the centre of an old pyramid full of precious items 
and ancient writings.
 
Be careful not accidentally trigger the anger of the God of 
Sun in your quest to the book of the Dead. Once you find it, it 
might reveal its darkest secrets and allow you to find its most 
consequent treasure.  

Will you find the treasure of Ra?
key of ra

Set deep in a magical forest where precious stones and magic 
coexist, Magic Jewels will bring you to a world full of treasures 
and wealth. There is prizes to be won for finding emeralds, 
rubies and sapphires. 

Enjoy exploring this fantasy world to find dreamlike winnings!

Discover the magical world of Magic Jewels 
magic jewels

Key of Ra is an exciting 5-reel, 3-row slot game with 10 fixed 
paylines. The game features wild and scatter symbols and a 
special expanding symbol in the Free Game bonus. Grab your 
explorer´s hat and join us in our quest to the Ancient Egypt gold.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94.04%
Hit Frequency: 50.3%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
Magic Jewels is a charming 5-reel slot with 3 rows and 243 
paylines. Start the search for the crystals that will reward you 
with free games, or find the maximum number of sapphires to 
get the maximum prize.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94%
Hit Frequency: 39.82%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
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Enter the sweet world of candies and come play with its
adorable residents. Those  multicoloured hard candies
are quite mischievous and each one of them has its own 
personality : Sweet, sour, bitter … 
 
Experience again the best and bight moments of childhood 
and hopefully you will get lucky!

Welcome to CandyLand! 
LUCKY CANDY

Crocodiles, leopards, orangutans and sun parakeets live toge-
ther in Chronos rainforest. With the help of the natives, go look 
for the lost treasure that can make your fortune! 
Careful where you put your feet, we heard the jungle is full of 
snakes. However, if you step on one, you will received free 
spins to increase your winnings.

Will you be courageous enough to venture to this game? 

will you survive in the jungle?
FORTUNE JUNGLE

Lucky Candy is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 10 fixed paylines. 
The game features a wild symbol of substitution and a scatter 
symbol to access the Free Spins phase.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 88%, 90%, 92%, 94%, 96%
Hit Frequency: 28%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
Fortune Jungle is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 10 fixed 
paylines. The game features an expanding wild that generate 
up to 3 re-spins and a scatter symbol triggering a free spins 
bonus game.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 88%, 90%, 92%, 94%, 96%
Hit Frequency: 44%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Portugal, Malta

Features
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As the Chinese proverb goes, “One must suffer like an ant 
before becoming a dragon.” If you wish to be a dragon and 
discover the world’s treasure, you must first travel to the far 
realms of the Cheng-Gong dynasty.

There you will find empresses awaiting you, but you will 
encounter many challenges before you try to snatch their 
wealth. It will not be easy, but the reward is worthwhile. All the 
fortune of the Tang dynasty is accessible only to the most 
intrepid players: will you be one of them?

TRAVEL TO THE FAR EAST
eastern dreams

Four noble lineages pull the threads in the shadows:
the eternal fight of the sword against witchcraft.

Deep in the dark lands, legend tells of the Raven house who 
got its immense powers directly from black magic.

Will you have the ingenuity and cunning to come to terms with 
the dark and beautiful queen Raven?

Which House will rule Chronos?
game of chronos - raven

Eastern Dream is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 25 paylines. 
The game features wild and scatter symbols, a free spins 
game and a double or nothing option. Players will be able to 
win a prize of up to 7,500 times the sum bet.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 94%
Hit Frequency: 39%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia

Features
Game of Chronos : Raven is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 40 
fixed paylines. The game features a wild symbol, a free game 
bonus, a scatter bonus screen and a game of Double or 
Nothing. 

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 93.98%
Hit Frequency: 22%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Portugal

Features
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Four noble lineages pull the threads in the shadows:
the eternal fight of the sword against witchcraft.

First House of Chronos, the elves of the Unicorn House seek to 
restore harmony and peace in the kingdom.

With the help of her ancestral magic, will the White Queen get 
the throne?

Which House will rule Chronos?
game of chronos - UNICORN

Four noble lineages pull the threads in the shadows:
the eternal fight of the sword against witchcraft.
The Eagle house descends from the First Men who conquered 
and unified the kingdom of Chronos until the Red King
overthrew their throne.

Will the prince of Eagle succeed in reconquering the kingdom 
that belongs to him?

Which House will rule Chronos?
game of chronos - eagle

Game of Chronos : Unicorn is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 
40 fixed paylines. The game features a wild symbol, a free 
game bonus, a scatter bonus screen and a game of Double or 
Nothing.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 93.98%
Hit Frequency: 22%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Portugal

Features
Game of Chronos : Eagle is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 40 
fixed paylines. The game features a wild symbol, a free game 
bonus, a scatter bonus screen and a game of Double or 
Nothing. 

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 93.98%
Hit Frequency: 22%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Portugal

Features
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Four noble lineages pull the threads in the shadows:
the eternal fight of the sword against witchcraft.

The Lion house is the richest house in the kingdom thanks to 
the gold mines in the fire lands down the south of Chronos.

Will you have the courage to face the Red King to steal his 
gold?

Which House will rule Chronos?
game of chronos - lion

You will travel to prehistoric times with this fun cave-dwelling 
family.
In addition to fighting against the ordinary dangers of T.rex, 
saber-toothed cats and carnivorous plants, you will have to be 
ready to brave the ice age.

The crudest troglodyte gets the prize!

A PRIMITIVE CHALLENGE
caveman

Game of Chronos : Lion is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 40 
fixed paylines. The game features a wild symbol, a free game 
bonus, a scatter bonus screen and a game of Double or 
Nothing. 

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 93.98%
Hit Frequency: 22%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Portugal

Features
Caveman is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 25 fixed paylines. 
The game features a wild symbol, a free spins level and a Cave 
bonus game. The double or nothing game can increase 
winnings.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 95%
Hit Frequency: 62.9%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia

Features
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Don’t be fooled by their charming appearance: the viruses 
studied in this lab are highly dangerous! It is time to test your 
scientific skills to fight against some of the worst diseases in 
history. Combine more than 3 of the same virus to win many 
prizes.

Put on your protective mask and gloves, and go play with 
Bacty, E-Coli, Helico and their many friends stuck in their test 
tubes. 

HANDLE WITH CARE!
viral slot

Gold, diamonds and other riches are hidden underground. It 
takes a fearless miner to go down to the depths and reach the 
coveted veins of minerals and precious stones.
Be careful going down the tunnel with the moles, which by 
digging tunnels, can cause landslides in the mine.
What treasures can you find on this journey?

… If you dig digdig with a shovel or a pick

IT AIN´T NO TRICK TO GET RICH QUICK...
MR. miner

Viral Slot is a 5-reel slot with 3 rows of viruses. This 20-lines 
slot features scatter wins which triggers free games, wild 
substitution with regular wild symbols and a mutation wild 
symbol and a Viral Scratch Bonus game.

Game type: Bingo – Slot licence
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 70% - 99.5% (configurable)
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Malta

FeaturesMr Miner is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 20 fixed paylines. 
The game features a wild and a scatter symbol that triggered 
a pick until stop bonus game and collapsing reels.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 89.99%
Hit Frequency: 48.5%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia

Features
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Very important investigations are being carried out in this lab 
about new advanced vaccines that will prevent a lot of
diseases.
Do you want to be the discoverer of the winning combination? 

Viral Scratch is an original virtual scratch card game where 
you need to find the most dangerous virus cultures in order to 
win the best prizes.

Discover the funniest virus EVER!
viral scratch

The lotus flower is the symbol of infinite possibilities. 
Approach the koi fish pond and get carried away by your good 
luck. The wisdom of the East will guide you to find prosperity, 
wealth and happiness in the keno numbers.

Koi Keno is inspired by the Japanese ornamental ponds, which 
house the famous koi fish, in a tribute to the oriental culture 
that created this ancient game.

A WISE MAN FOLLOWS THE DOOD FORTUNE FISH
koi keno

Allows betting in columns, dozens, even and odd numbers, or 
by colour. Up to five types of special configured betting. 
Repeats and saves betting combinations.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 96.45%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia, Malta

Features
Koi Keno is a lottery-like gambling game. Players can pick 
three to ten numbers from 1 to 80.
The RTP depends on the number of selected numbers. 

Game type: iKeno – Slot licence
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 95.36 - 97.12%
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Malta

Features
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Enjoy the emotion and the hypnotic glamour of the roulette as 
if you were in a Vegas casino. Red or black, even or odd... the 
wheel goes round and round and you are determined to win 
the highest prize.

This Roulette reproduces the 3D design and features of a true 
American Roulette. It combines realistic sounds effects with 
an active animation for each turn.

Play your betS
american roulette

The Venetian aristocracy dresses up to mingle with the crowds 
celebrating the Carnival. Among fireworks, music and celebra-
tions, wealth hides behind one of the many masks that move 
around the city.

Where is the prize hiding?  You will need to go deep into the 
enigmatic Carnival of Venice and mix with other to conceal 
your identity : Only then you will succeed in the game of masks.

CARNIVAL IS COMING!
triple mask

It allows bets on columns, dozens, even, odd or by color. Up to 
five types of special bets set. Repeat and save combinations of 
bets.

Game type: Roulette
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 97.37% (94.74% for 00, 0, 1, 2, 3)
Licences: Spain, Colombia, Malta

Features
Triple Mask is a 5-reels, 3-row slot game with 20 fixed lines 
and 10 million possible combinations. The game features a 
bonus game and a Double or Nothing option to increase 
winnings.

Game type: Slot
Technology: HTML 5
RTP: 90.12%
Hit Frequency: 39.49%
Licenses: Spain, Colombia

Features
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